Company Profile
M.E OVERSEASE came into existence in 2016, as an overseas recruitment agency,
with the sole purpose of creating employment opportunities in Pakistan. It aims to
remove the disparity that is created due to unemployment in the country. In this highly
competitive world, when there is so much saturation in the market,
M.E OVERSEASE was founded to help the right skill, knowledge and expertise reach
the most apt forum and be matched with the right job. We aim to facilitate our clients
by providing them with the best source of manpower and human resource services, as
per their job description and specification. It is an established fact that the human
resource is the most valuable asset for any company, and it should be carefully
selected. M.E OVERSEASE is there to serve you in this highly important decision of
recruiting the right personnel, outsourcing services, which aid our clientele to enhance
their vision and focus to increase their productivity.
Our clients are our utmost priority and we believe in serving them in the best possible
manner and help them generate long term profitability.
Equipped with the latest technology and up-to-date resources and software, our
official manpower bureau is quite strong and effective. This is extended to
departments including HRM, staffing, employee training, overseas recruitment, and
career consultancy. In order to assist our staff, we provide all source of human
resource requirements to make sure that there is no compromise on quality. The most
primary amenities include telephonic services, emailing, website and human resource
consultancy. Material facilities include conference rooms, chambers for the specific
purpose of conducting interviews, video and audio conferencing, company-wide
networking and security arrangements. We enhance all the operations and processes in
order to eliminate any discrepancies and delays in recruitment process overseas. Upon
the clients request we also offer value-added services like background check,
interviewing and the genuineness of the candidate.
M.E OVERSEASE aspires to reach the pinnacle of success and be one of the topmost
recruitment agencies in Pakistan. Our employment selection bureau strives to achieve
excellence at all fronts and be a consistent source of headhunting in Pakistan.

